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Abstract: As recently the general-purpose ability as well as special is emphasized, the personality which is as the 
bearer with reformation of social structure, like the form that it’s desired changes. In the career education in the 
University, the development of versatile ability is carried out including fundamental competencies for working 
persons from the lower grades to fit the society. However, it is difficult to show it appropriately even if first-year 
undergraduates can generally understand necessary ability as knowledge. They need accumulations of the 
experience through the behavior to show ability well, but EQ ability greatly influences that behavior.  
 In this study, we analyzed the survey results about the behavioral characteristic for first-year undergraduates 
of Tokushima University and extracted issues. The EQ ability one (called Student-EQ) grasped the behavioral 
characteristic objectively, and by which the student has been visualized by himself and the method which can 
grow has been suggested the introduction to career education in the future. 
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 ᖹᡂ 26 ᖺᗘࡢ኱Ꮫ⏕ࡢᑵ⫋⋡ࡣ 96.7%࡜┤㏆ 4
ᖺ㛫ࡣሀㄪ࡟ୖ᪼ࡋ⥆ࡅᏳᐃࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ 2㸧ࠋࡋ࠿ࡋ㸪
ᖹᡂ 24ᖺᗘ 3᭶᪂つ኱Ꮫ༞ᴗ⪅ࡢ༞ᴗᚋ 3ᖺ௨ෆ

































IQ ࡔࡅ࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃ EQ ࡶὀ┠ࡉࢀጞࡵ࡚࠸ࡿࠋປാ



















































































































451 ேࡢෆ㸪ࠕࡣ࠸ࠖࡀ 68.3%㸪ࠕ࠸࠸࠼ࠖࡀ 31.7%
࡛࠶ࡗࡓࠋලయⓗ࡞┦ㄯඛࡢᅇ⟅㸦㑅ᢥᘧ㸧࡟ࡘ

































































































ࡢ᫬㛫ࡣ㸪ࠕ20 ᫬㛫௨ୖ 40 ᫬㛫ᮍ‶ࠖࡀ 29.2%࡜
᭱ࡶከࡃ㸪ḟ࠸࡛ࠕ10 ᫬㛫௨ୖ 20 ᫬㛫ᮍ‶ࠖ














⾲ 2.5  1 㐌㛫࠶ࡓࡾࡢṇㄢእࡢ⮬⏤᫬㛫㸦㑅ᢥᘧ㸧 
ͤࡓࡔࡋ㸪㣗஦㸪ධᾎ㸪╧╀࡞࡝⏕ά࡟ᚲせ࡞᫬㛫ࢆ㝖ࡃ
(ᅇ⟅⥲ᩘ㸸507 ௳)














































































⾲ 2.7 ⾜ືࣞ࣋ࣝ㸦㑅ᢥᘧ㸧12㸧 





























































































⾲ 2.8 ♫఍ேᇶ♏ຊࡢ฿㐩ᗘ㸦㑅ᢥᘧ㸧13㸧 

































































ࠕ᝟ືὀ 3㸧ࢆ⟶⌮࣭฼⏝ࡍࡿ⬟ຊ࡛ࠖ࠶ࡿ EQ ࡀ






















ࡁ㸪ᅗ 3.2 ࡟♧ࡍ EQ Ⓨ᥹ࡢ 4 ࡘࡢࣉࣟࢭࢫࢆ㏻
ࡗ࡚ឤ᝟ࢆᢅ࠺ EQ ࡀ▐᫬࡟Ⓨ᥹ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ
 ࡉࡽ࡟㸪EQ ࡜♫఍ேᇶ♏ຊࡢ㛵ಀ࡛࠶ࡿࡀ㸪









ᅗ 3.1 EQ Ⓨ᥹࡜⾜ື≉ᛶ᳨ᰝࡢẁ㝵 14㸧 
ᅗ 3.2 EQ Ⓨ᥹ࡢࣉࣟࢭࢫ㸦4ࣈࣛࣥࢳࣔࢹࣝ㸧14) 
ᅗ 3.3 EQ ࡜♫఍ேᇶ♏ຊࡢ㛵ಀ 14) 
ࡀ࡛ࡁࡎ㸪♫఍ேᇶ♏ຊࢆࡣࡌࡵ♫఍࡬ࡢ㐺ᛂ⬟
ຊࡢ⫱ᡂࡀᅔ㞴࡜࡞ࡿࠋᮏ◊✲࡛ࡣ㸪ࡇࢀࡲ࡛㏙





ࢺ EQ㸦௨㝆㸪SEQ ࡜ࡍࡿ㸧ࡀ࠶ࡿ㸦ᅗ 3.1 ཧ↷㸧ࠋ














ᖺ㛫 16,800 㸦ྡ2014 ᖺᗘ㸧࡜ከࡃࡢ኱Ꮫ࡛฼⏝ࡉ
ࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ
 



















































































































⾲ 3.1 SEQ ࡢデ᩿㡯┠




















































ᅗ 3.4 SEQ デ᩿⤖ᯝ 1㸦3ࡘࡢ▱ᛶ࡜ 8ࡘࡢ⬟ຊ㸧 
 




(1) ᅗ 3.4 ࡟♧ࡍࡼ࠺࡟㸪ࠕ3 ࡘ▱ᛶ ࡜ࠖࠕ8 ࡘ⬟ຊࠖ
ࡢᗘྜ࠸࡜ࣂࣛࣥࢫࢆ 5 ẁ㝵࡛ᢕᥱ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ





































SEQ デ᩿ࢆࣔࢽࢱㄪᰝ࡟ࡼࡗ࡚ 5 ྡࡢ⿕㦂⪅
㸦㸯㹼3 ᖺ⏕ࢆᑐ㇟㸧࠿ࡽᚓࡓ⾜ື≉ᛶࡢ⤒᫬ኚ
໬ࡢ㞟ィ⤖ᯝࢆ⾲ 3.3 ࡟♧ࡍྠࠋ ⾲࠿ࡽ㸪1 ᅇ┠ࡢ
ཷデ⤖ᯝ࡟ᑐࡍࡿ 24 せ⣲ࡢኚ໬㔞ࡣ⿕㦂⪅ 1




ͤ3 ࡘࡢࢫࢱ࢖ࣝ㸦ࢥ࣑ࣗࢽࢣ࣮ࢩࣙࣥ㸪ゝ ື㸪⾜ື㸧ࡣ㸪 
EQ ⬟ຊࡢ㛤Ⓨ࡜ኚ໬ࢆࡳࡿࡓࡵࡢ 24 ⣲㣴ࡢࢫࢥ࢔ྜ














ࡵ࡟㸪EQ ⌮ㄽࢆࡶ࡜࡟ EQ ࡜࠸࠺▱ᛶࡑࡢࡶࡢ࡟
ὀ┠ࡍࡿࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃ㸪µEQ ࢆⓎ᥹ࡋ࡚㸪࡝ࡢࡼ࠺
࡞⾜ືࢆ࡝ࡢ⛬ᗘ࡜ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿ࠿͆࡜࠸࠺⾜ື≉ᛶ









⾲3.3 SEQࢆ 2ᅇཷデࡋࡓሙྜࡢ24⣲㣴ࡢኚ໬㔞 
㸦⣲㣴㛤Ⓨᐇ᪋ᮇ㛫㸸3ࣨ᭶㸧 
 






























































⚾ⓗ⮬ᕫព㆑ 57 㻙6 38 10 57 6 71 0 53 0
♫఍ⓗ⮬ᕫព㆑ 67 2 44 0 37 㻙2 37 5 42 4
ᢚ㨚ᛶ 33 11 52 㻙3 52 15 64 4 34 10
≉ᛶ୙Ᏻ 36 0 60 㻙7 49 11 68 㻙2 41 17
⮬ᕫ䡶䢙䢀䢗䡬䢕 31 8 41 2 47 10 73 㻙6 43 10
䝇䝖䝺䝇ᑐฎ 34 18 37 12 52 12 46 15 58 㻙3
⢭⚄Ᏻᐃᛶ 21 11 48 0 54 9 68 2 39 6
䡺䢕䢈䡡䡰䢈䡤䡲䡸䡬 46 12 46 4 50 16 70 0 48 6
㐩ᡂືᶵ 46 12 37 㻙4 65 2 69 0 46 0
Ẽຊ඘ᐇᗘ 49 11 47 4 60 6 68 2 43 12
ᴦほᛶ 49 4 47 4 53 9 64 4 47 13
᝟⥴ⓗ⾲⌧ᛶ 70 㻙4 42 8 42 㻙7 44 9 53 㻙9
䢅䢙䢆䢚䡬䢆䢚䢕䡡䡹䡳䢕 53 5 43 0 38 12 75 㻙2 38 㻙3
⮬୺⊂❧ᛶ 55 㻙2 44 3 50 8 61 8 47 11
ᰂ㌾ᛶ 47 6 56 㻙6 41 9 63 0 41 3
⮬ᕫ୺ᙇᛶ 57 7 49 4 55 7 53 㻙2 60 㻙7
ᑐேၥ㢟ゎỴຊ 36 8 44 3 36 5 67 0 36 0
ே㛫㛵ಀᗘ 36 13 49 0 52 10 67 㻙5 38 11
䡱䡬䢈䢛䢙䢄䡹 41 17 54 6 54 0 65 0 54 㻙5
᝟⥴ⓗឤཷᛶ 47 8 38 13 40 11 62 6 42 5
≧ἣ䢏䢂䡼䢔䢙䡴䢚 54 2 44 㻙2 39 11 66 2 33 6
ឤ᝟ⓗ 䛛䛥 63 㻙13 47 0 66 㻙13 60 0 50 3
ឤ᝟ⓗ⿕ᙳ㡪ᛶ 57 㻙7 59 㻙12 57 㻙14 34 0 57 㻙7
ඹឤⓗ⌮ゎ 34 10 55 7 49 0 55 7 34 0












⚾ⓗ⮬ᕫព㆑ 10㻚5 26㻚3 10㻚5 0㻚0 0㻚0
♫఍ⓗ⮬ᕫព㆑ 3㻚0 0㻚0 5㻚4 13㻚5 9㻚5
ᢚ㨚ᛶ 33㻚3 5㻚8 28㻚8 6㻚3 29㻚4
≉ᛶ୙Ᏻ 0㻚0 11㻚7 22㻚4 2㻚9 41㻚5
⮬ᕫ䡶䢙䢀䢗䡬䢕 25㻚8 4㻚9 21㻚3 8㻚2 23㻚3
䝇䝖䝺䝇ᑐฎ 52㻚9 32㻚4 23㻚1 32㻚6 5㻚2
⢭⚄Ᏻᐃᛶ 52㻚4 0㻚0 16㻚7 2㻚9 15㻚4
䡺䢕䢈䡡䡰䢈䡤䡲䡸䡬 26㻚1 8㻚7 32㻚0 0㻚0 12㻚5
㐩ᡂືᶵ 26㻚1 10㻚8 3㻚1 0㻚0 0㻚0
Ẽຊ඘ᐇᗘ 22㻚4 8㻚5 10㻚0 2㻚9 27㻚9
ᴦほᛶ 8㻚2 8㻚5 17㻚0 6㻚3 27㻚7
᝟⥴ⓗ⾲⌧ᛶ 5㻚7 19㻚0 16㻚7 20㻚5 17㻚0
䢅䢙䢆䢚䡬䢆䢚䢕䡡䡹䡳䢕 9㻚4 0㻚0 31㻚6 2㻚7 7㻚9
⮬୺⊂❧ᛶ 3㻚6 6㻚8 16㻚0 13㻚1 23㻚4
ᰂ㌾ᛶ 12㻚8 10㻚7 22㻚0 0㻚0 7㻚3
⮬ᕫ୺ᙇᛶ 12㻚3 8㻚2 12㻚7 3㻚8 11㻚7
ᑐேၥ㢟ゎỴຊ 22㻚2 6㻚8 13㻚9 0㻚0 0㻚0
ே㛫㛵ಀᗘ 36㻚1 0㻚0 19㻚2 7㻚5 28㻚9
䡱䡬䢈䢛䢙䢄䡹 41㻚5 11㻚1 0㻚0 0㻚0 9㻚3
᝟⥴ⓗឤཷᛶ 17㻚0 34㻚2 27㻚5 9㻚7 11㻚9
≧ἣ䢏䢂䡼䢔䢙䡴䢚 3㻚7 4㻚5 28㻚2 3㻚0 18㻚2
ឤ᝟ⓗ 䛛䛥 20㻚6 0㻚0 19㻚7 0㻚0 6㻚0
ឤ᝟ⓗ⿕ᙳ㡪ᛶ 12㻚3 20㻚3 24㻚6 0㻚0 12㻚3
ඹឤⓗ⌮ゎ 29㻚4 12㻚7 0㻚0 12㻚7 0㻚0
ኚ໬๭ྜ䛾ᖹᆒ 20㻚3 10㻚5 17㻚6 6㻚2 14㻚4
⿕㦂⪅4 ⿕㦂⪅5⿕㦂⪅1 ⿕㦂⪅2 ⿕㦂⪅3
24 3127
Ѹ 34 Ѹ
















































































































































ձ㉁ၥࡣ㸪EQ ⌮ㄽࡢᥦၐ⪅࡛࠶ࡿ Salovey ࡜
Mayer ୧Ặࡢ┘ಟࢆཷࡅ࡚సᡂࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ 
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